
Marilyn Heiss: Hi all! Hi Abra! 

Abra Greenspan: Hi Everyone!   

Abra Greenspan: Good thanks. I don't have a mic today! 

Elana Kanter: Hi Everyone - looking forward to this! 

Elana Kanter: thanks 

Miriam Cantor-Stone: Hi everyone! I'm Miriam Cantor-Stone, 

Education Program Assistant at the Jewish Women's Archive in 

Brookline! 

Etta King: My name is Etta King. I am the Education Program 

Manager at the Jewish Women's Archive. 

Elana Kanter: Hi. I'm Elana Kanter, I'm the director of the Women's 

Jewish Learning Center here in Phoenix. 

Marilyn Heiss: HI all. I am a Jewish educator based in San 

Francisco, teaching at Peninsula Temple Beth El in San Mateo, just 

south of here. 

Abra Greenspan: I am the Director of Learning at Congregation Etz 

Chayim in Palo Alto which is just south of  San Mateo.  Been a 

Jewish Educator in the Bay Area for a long time..... 

Paula Sinclair: I am Director of Programs and Partnerships at JWA. 

I will be on for just a few minutes. Thanks for joining us today. 

 

Together we read “Letter to Chicky from Daddy,” a letter written 

to activist Vivian Rothstein by her father. This written was 

written after Vivian was released from 10-days of jail time with 

other Freedom Summer activists. Etta asked, “What is Vivian’s 

father's concern about what she has chosen to do? Knowing 

what you know about Freedom Summer, do you think her father 

is justified? Why or why not?” 

 

Marilyn Heiss: Did I see in the slide before that her parents were 

Holocaust survivors? I can feel that in this letter, knowing the need 

to act. 

Elana Kanter: The parent concern is so powerful - I remember 

when an Israeli father saying to his son who was going to war, - if 

you're in doubt, shoot first - that's the parent, and he wasn't proud 

of saying it, but when its your kid... 

Barbara Nagy: that she knows he's supporting  her and her safety 

-- his biggest concern is her safety 



Carol Anshien: awareness of her safety as a female! 

Abra Greenspan: One of the interesting things here is that the 

father is wrestling with a "new role" for his daughter, the role of 

women/girls in activism.  The fact that so many women were 

involved directly and not just "back in the office" was something 

significant.  His pride and concern are palpable. 

Marilyn Heiss: There's something chilling about the comparison to 

the "children's crusade" 

Marilyn Heiss: Also give's young people the sense that they can 

have an impact 

Abra Greenspan: I love that the father starts with his own social 

conscience or ethical philosophy.  It is almost as if he is thanking 

his daughter for having the courage to do what he cannot do for 

whatever reasons. 

 

Next, we read an excerpt from an oral history project featuring 

Wednesdays in Mississippi activist Dorothy Height. Etta asked 

participants to write in their thoughts about how the experience 

of activism was different between the younger Vivian and the 

older Dorothy Height.  

 

Marilyn Heiss: Interesting that "communists" are antithetical to 

"responsible people" 

Elana Kanter: The parents are taking the lead from the kids - how 

wonderful 

Marilyn Heiss: The communist/Jewish connection was also made 

in Nazi Germany 

Abra Greenspan: Of course, the women were able to go because 

they weren't working probably.... 

Marilyn Heiss: There's the cultural reference to the "Cadillac 

crowd" 

Carol Anshien: many 'activist' Jews have always been labeled 

communist by 'mainstream'  Jewish community 

Marilyn Heiss: Not wanting to be "sightseer" 

Abra Greenspan: I love that there is a plan of action, before, during 

and after. 

Abra Greenspan: And, specifically saying affecting people in 

Miss.... not general, but very specific 



Marilyn Heiss: I love the skills included literary, which can touch 

people in a different way, a way that is more unusual. 

Abra Greenspan: Storyteller, poet, writers, reach people in a very 

different way than at a political rally or an action 

Carol Anshien: August Baker was a well-known Children’s 

Librarian 

Marilyn Heiss: It touches people personally 

Abra Greenspan: Women and children- the most vulnerable in the 

population 

Carol Anshien: (FYI, Augusta Baker was First African-American 

coordinator of Children’s Services at the NYPL --just a note... 

Marilyn Heiss: What I see most is trying to maintain the balance 

between what they believed should be done but understanding 

that they needed to still be in that community which would not 

support what they were doing. 

Carol Anshien: A willingness to 'live ones Jewish values" 

Barbara Nagy: optimally it was their value for all human beings - 

that by speaking out for other people the general population would 

hear and take similar or supportive action 

Marilyn Heiss: This struggle is hard to bring to the classroom 

today and this clip does bring this. 

Abra Greenspan: It was such a challenge for southern women to 

actually sit down next to a Black person.  That was a step that 

was inconceivable before. 

Abra Greenspan: I would imagine that some Southern Jews, 

however, were not as accepting of the Northern Jews coming 

down.... 

Carol Anshien: I wonder how they may have talked about 

'internalized racism"? 

Barbara Nagy: in the north it was still an issue for black and white 

children to friends in the '60s -- so the north was not all that 

supportive all the time 

Abra Greenspan: This helps me better understand the "not just 

sightseer" comment earlier 

 

Together we watched clips from the documentary-in-the-making 

“Wednesdays in Mississippi.” Participants posted their reactions 

in the chat log.  



Marilyn Heiss: They used the common plane of women's 

experiences to cross the divide of racial differences. 

Elana Kanter: Like in congress, there are times when women can 

build unique bridges because it’s a woman-to-woman project 

Marilyn Heiss: I loved "Women had to pick up the pieces" 

Carol Anshien: like the choice of working "inside" or "outside  the 

"system... both are needed to make change... 

Barbara Nagy: the cooperation of different classes within the white 

population perhaps helped to see some commonalities across the 

rich and poor of women's populations 

Carol Anshien: Since the women's movement 2nd wave was just 

getting started, women working together 'History' was little 

known... 

Abra Greenspan: And, remember that the more affluent white 

women were married to the men who respected them and were 

the men with power inside the institutions... the influence of wives 

on their husbands cannot be overlooked 

Marilyn Heiss: But I wonder if this also caused conflict with the 

women's marriages--where did the men stand--with them or not? 

Carol Anshien: women with power, had power to lose... 

Abra Greenspan: It was revolutionary also to be building power 

one person to the next... not just theory or rhetoric 

Abra Greenspan: getting to know "the other" 

Carol Anshien: and may have learned to 'share power' 

Marilyn Heiss: Agreed, Abra, so much is such talk and here we 

have action. 

 

On the Lino Board, Etta asked participants to answer these two 

questions: “What aspects of the Wednesdays in Mississippi 

model for activism seem most relevant/applicable today? What 

aspects seem less relevant/applicable?” and “What are the issues 

that galvanize your community, and the sub communities within 

it?”  

 

Elana Kanter: Apologies, I have to leave a few minutes early - but 

thank you so much! 

Wilma Solomon: our community is working on ending the new 

Jim crow/mass incarceration issues. most of  the leadership is 



women--black and white working together 

Abra Greenspan: Thanks Etta!  Great as usual.   

Wilma Solomon: thank you Etta and everyone for your insights--

very helpful 

Miriam Cantor-Stone: Thank you all for coming! 

Barbara Nagy: how do communities address/balance the needs 

within a community and the needs outside the community 

Marilyn Heiss: Thanks for bringing this lesson--I haven't done it yet 

but will work it in. 

Barbara Nagy: Thank you for bringing this workshop today 


